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Purpose 

Purpose Is to examine causality. The 

power of this purpose  is dependent 

on the degree to which the actual 

effects of the experimental treatment 

(independent variable) can be 

detected by measurement of the 

dependent variable. 



The goal continued:

Experimental research designs are 

founded on the assumption that the 

world works according to causal laws.

The goal of experimental research   is 

to establish these cause-and-effect 

relationships between variables / 

phenomena



Goals - continued

The researcher hypothesizes that the 
independent variable caused the changes 
in the dependent variable. However these 
changes may have been caused by other 
factors – alternative hypothesis

Therefore purpose id to eliminate 
alternative hypothesis

Good experimental designs are those 
which eliminate more alternative 
hypothesis



Example

Researcher is testing whether a new 

form of psychotherapy is successful 

at improving mental health. It is 

hypothesized that this psychotherapy 

is the cause of improved mental 

health in the research participants      



Types of variables

Independent variable (IV)- IV has 

levels. conditions or treatments. 

Experimenter may manipulate 

conditions or measure and assign 

subjects to conditions; supposed to 

be the cause.

In the example, it is the psychotherapy 



Variables - contd

Dependent variable (DV)- Measured 

by the experimenter, the Effect       or 

result.

In the example, it is the mental health of 

the participants.



Variables - contd

Control variables- held constant by 

the experimenter to eliminate     them 

as potential causes.

For instance, if the researcher uses 

only research participants who have 

been problems with anxiety or 

depression, this diagnosis will be a 

control variable.



Variables - Contd

Random variables are allowed to vary 

freely to eliminate them as potential 

causes. 

Examples might include age, 

personality type or career goals.



Variables Cntd.

Confounding variables: vary 
systematically with the independent 
variable; may also be a cause. Good 
experimental designs eliminate them

If the researcher divides    the research 
participants into two groups, one of 
which gets the new psychotherapy 
(experimental group) and one of 
which does not ( the control group)



Types of Hypothesis

Research hypothesis states the results are 

due to the IV

Null hypothesis states the differences are 

chance or that there are no differences 

treatments and no-treatment .{statistical 

analysis)

Alternative hypothesis suggests that results 

are due to factors other than IV 



Reliability and Validity

Reliability:

1. Are the results 

of the experiment repeatable?

2. If the experiments were done the 

same way again, would it produce 

3. Reliability is a requirement before the 

validity of the experiment can be 

established



Internal Validity

Accuracy or truth value

Does the research design lead to true 

statements?

Did the independent variable cause 

the effect in the dependent variable?

Are the alternative hypothesis 

eliminated?
In the example , was  the psychotherapy really the causal 

factor in improving participant’s mental health?



Internal validity -Contd

History effect: Results are due to 
events outside the experiment

Maturation effect: Results are due to 
changes within subjects overtime e.g. 
growth. fatigue. exercise, learning to 
learn 

Experimenter bias: Results are due to 
the experimenter’s actions or 
expectancies.



Internal validity contd.

Regression effect- results are due to 

extreme scores moving toward the 

mean over time.

Instrumentation- results are due to an 

aberration in measuring tool, either 

mechanical instrument or test 

Halo effect- researcher’s expectations 

about certain subjects based on some 

subject characteristics



Internal validity Contd.

Attrition or mortality effect- when 

subjects drop out of an experiment, it 

can bias the result.

Subject effect, Selection effect-

results are due to systematic 

differences in research 

participants(Subjects) assigned to 

different conditions or treatments



Internal Validity Contd.

Demand characteristics, Hawthorne

effect: results are due to subjects’ 

expectations of desired behaviour in 

the research setting

Testing effect, reactivity-results are 

due to the data gathering procedures, 

e.g., being influenced by the test or 

learning from one test administration 

to the other



External Validity

Refers to generalizability

Can the results be applied to another 

setting or another population of 

research participants?



Elements: Threats to validity are 

controlled through:

Randomization – Selection of 

subjects

Manipulation of the Treatment

Reliable measurement of dependent 

variable and maximization of 

independent variable

Having strict control of variance



Control of Variance

Maximization of experimental 

variance

Control extraneous variables-

(i)eliminate the variable as variable,  e 

. g., choose homogenous subjects   

(ii)Through randomization- groups are 

considered equal statistically           

(iii)Treat extraneous variable as 

independent variable.



Control of Variance

Maximization of experimental 

variance

Control extraneous variables-

(i)eliminate the variable as variable,  e 

. g., choose homogenous subjects   

(ii)Through randomization- groups are 

considered equal statistically           

(iii)Treat extraneous variable as 

independent variable.



Control of variance , continued

Minimize error variance- Error 

variance is the variability of measures 

due to random fluctuations. Error 

variances are due to   the factors 

associated with individual differences 

among subjects and errors of 

measurement.



Types of experimental designs

Pre experimental

Experimental

Quasi experimental


